In June 2019, the International Conference and Exhibition «Aluminium XXI/Joining» is taking place for the 4th time. As the patron, I heartily welcome all participants, from home and abroad, to our state capital! Here we rely on framework conditions which are open to new technology. A close alliance of science, business, trade unions, consumer organizations, environmental organizations and civil society is required. I wish the participants fascinating lectures, exciting discussions and the courage to take a leap into the future of joinings!

Mikhail Lokshin,
President of Non Commercial Partnership “RAEA”

CONFERENCE SUBJECTS:
- Advanced Technologies and Equipment for Aluminum Structures Welding
- Weldable Aluminum Alloys
- Robotic Welding Systems
- Devices and Materials for Manual Arc Welding
- Welded Joining Technology in the Solid Phase
- Modern Technologies and Complex Soldering and Brazing Lines
- Methods and Devices of Non-Destructive Testing of Welded Seams
- Innovative Fastening and Fixing Devices
- Corrosion of Joinings
- Additive Production Technologies (APT)
- New Aluminum Powders for APT
- Systems and Equipment for Digitization
- Technology of Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
- Non-Destructive Quality Control for APT

SPEAKERS

Alexander Drits
Arconic SMZ

Paper: «Technological features of friction stir welding of cast aluminum alloys»

Victor Mishin
Ilyushin Aviation Complex

Paper: «Fasteners used on aircraft by Ilyushin brand»

Andrey Korotchenko
Bauman Moscow State Technical University

Paper: «Research of 3D printing modes of feedstock for metal injection molding»

Alexander Konyukhov
Joint Stock Company Railway Research Institute

Paper: «Aluminum semi-finished products for railway bodies»

Alexey Matyushkin
The Central research and development automobile and engine institute NAMI

Paper: «Adhesive application system and dosing technology for aluminum parts bonding in automotive industry»

Vladimir Postnikov
Arconic SMZ

Paper: «Innovative fastening systems for the aerospace industry»
Are you interested in giving a presentation related to one of the named topics? We gladly invite you to submit your presentation proposal.

Proposals should contain:
›› Presentation title in English or Russian
›› The name of the presenter and any co-authors, company address, phone number and e-mail addresses
›› Short summary (abstract, max. 600 characters)
›› Assignment within one of the named topic areas
›› Short entry about the innovative value of the presentation

EXHIBITION
The fee for the standard package of the exhibitor is €1000. It includes:
- 6 m2 of exhibition space in the exhibition hall of Hotel
- Standard furniture (a table, 2 chairs)
- Opportunity to distribute the Company’s advertising products at its stand
- Placement of the Company’s banner on the website www.apral.org
- Company’s information in the Participants’ Catalogue (English and Russian)
- 50% registration fee discount for one company’s representative.

Participation Fee
850 € - per one participant, if paid before May 3, 2019
950 € - if paid after this date

Multiple Registration:
Special rates are available for 3 or more delegates from the same company.

The Conference Catalogue:
€ 100 - the fee for the inclusion of your company's information into the Catalogue of participants and exhibitors in two languages (Russian and English). The Company is charged only once despite the number of participating representatives.

The Registration Fee Includes:
- Participation in the plenary, Regular sessions and Special events (technical workshop and masterclass);
- Conference materials: Conference Proceedings&Catalogue of Conference Participants and Exhibitors;
- Participants’ bags;
- Entrance to the exhibition area;
- Simultaneous interpretation during the Conference sessions;
- 4 coffee-breaks, 2 lunch breaks;
- Welcome reception on behalf of Organization Committee

Contact
Karina Muradyan
Project Manager
Tel:+7 917 518 92 67
conference1@apral.org
k.muradyan.apral@gmail.com